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SUMMARY - We studied the EEG and Rorschach test (RT) of nineteen AIDS patients and eight normal people 
in the same age group. Eight patients presented slow alpha rhythms (8 to 9 Hz); three, not-slow alpha rhythms 
(>9 to 13Hz); and eight, beta rhythms in background activity. Paroxystic activity, characterized by diffuse theta 
or delta waves, was present in eleven patients. We observed Oberholzer syndrome (organic dementia diagnosed 
by RT) in ten patients and Piotrowski syndrome (organic dementia diagnosed by RT) in eleven patients; six 
presented both. When considering only the group of AIDS patients, we did not observe a significant relation 
among slow alpha rhythm, not-slow alpha rhythm and the presence of paroxystic activity with the above-
mentioned syndromes. AIDS patients with slow alpha rhythms showed a significantly greater number of Piotrowski 
syndrome dementia indicators when compared to normal individuals or those with slow alpha rhythms. We did 
not observe the same with Oberholzer syndrome. 
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EEG e indicadores de demência no teste de Rorschach em pacientes com AIDS 

RESUMO - Realizou-se EEG e teste psicodiagnóstico de Rorschach (TR) em dezenove pacientes aidéticos e em 
oito pessoas normais na mesma faixa etária. Oito pacientes apresentaram alfa lento, três alfa não lento e oito 
ritmo beta na atividade de base. A atividade paroxística esteve presente em onze pacientes, tendo sido caracterizada 
por ondas teta ou delta difusas. A síndrome de Oberholzer (demência orgânica observada através do RT) foi 
observada em dez pacientes e a síndrome de Piotrowski (demência orgânica observada através do RT) em onze 
pacientes; seis pacientes apresentaram as duas síndromes. Não se observou relação entre ritmo alfa lento, alfa 
não lento e presença de atividade paroxística com as referidas síndromes, quando se considerou apenas o grupo 
de pacientes aidéticos. Os pacientes aidéticos com ritmo alfa lento apresentaram número significantemente 
maior de indicadores da síndrome de Piotrowski quando comparados às pessoas normais e com alfa lento, não 
se demonstrando o mesmo em relação à síndrome de Oberholzer. 

PALAVRAS- CHAVE: demência, AIDS (SIDA), infecção por HIV, EEG, teste de Rorschach. 

Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) is caused by HIV, a retrovirus that infects 
CD4+ cells, and is characterized by progressive immunological deficit because of its cytopathic 
effects on T4 lymphocytes5 1 5 1 8. It evolves with serious opportunistic systemic and neurological 
complications1. The nervous system (NS) is frequently affected by this syndrome. The first signs and 
symptoms often result from its debilitation23,24. AIDS dementia complex (ADC) - a psycho-organic 
syndrome characterized by cognitive (attention, perception, memory and judgment), behavioral (task-
execution ability, daily activity and conduct), motor coordination and mood alterations21 - is the 
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most frequent neurological problem. It has been observed since the first AIDS cases and was described 
in detail by Navia et al. in 1986 1 4 , 2 3 , 2 4 , 2 9 . ADC can be classified as mild (independent life, cognitive 
impairment or objective deficit in at least one cognitive area), moderate (deficit in two or more 
cognitive areas with continued ability to do simple daily activities) and severe (global cognitive 
impairment with severe disability: being bedridden, intellectual and social limitation, and total 
dependency)2 3 , 2 4 , 2 9. Pathophysiologically, ADC is related to multiple foci of gliosis in the cerebral 
cortex and mainly subcortical white matter. In addition, neuronal loss and the effect of viral proteins like 
GP120 which compete with peptides (such as VIP and neuroleucine) for neurotrophic receptors cause 
neuronal death due to increased influx of calcium to the neuron6 8 , 1 7 , 3 0. 

The EEG, a simple noninvasive examination, shows alterations that have been attributed to 
HIV since the beginning9,11. The main alteration observed is background rhythm slowing, seen in the 
lower alpha range or in the theta range, with a correlation between this finding and progressive 
immunosuppression or systemic complications and diffuse paroxystic activity (PA) prese
nce 1 0 , 1 2 , 2 8 , 3 2 3 4 . Psychological tests have been useful for defining and characterizing ACD, normally 
being tests to evaluate specific cognition areas like verbal memory, attention, vocabulary, perception 
speed31, and visual and auditory perception association13. The Rorschach test (RT) is a good instrument 
for diagnosing organic syndromes, differing them from those that are purely psychological3. Rorschach 
organic syndrome can be differentiated by two types, Oberholzer syndrome25 (OS) and Piotrowski 
syndrome26 (PS), which consider a set of symptoms related to personality alterations caused by 
neurological debilitation leading to dementia. OS accents cognitive function loss, differentiating 
forms of dementia, schizophrenia and oligophrenia. PS accents insight, disregarding global responses 
that are poorly viewed and the type of extratensive lifestyle, both of which would express a lack of 
capacity for self control and abstract reasoning, placing importance on indicators related to self-
critical judgment in terms of test performance (insecurity, feelings of impotence, stereotyped 
expression, critical reasoning and need for confirmation). 

The subject of this study is to evaluate the correlation between EEG (mainly background 
activity) and RT's dementia indicators to verify their diagnostic value on AIDS encephalopathy. 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 
We studied EEG (background rhythm and paroxystic activity) and Rorschach test demential indicators 

(Oberholzer and Piotrowski syndromes) in nineteen patients with HIV infection and eight normal people in the 
same age group. The latter eight presented slow background rhythm (8 to 9 Hz) and served as the control group 
for the eight AIDS patients also having slow background rhythm. 

Seventeen patients were male and two, female. All were from nineteen to fifty-four years of age. As for 
the risk group, eight were homosexuals; three, bisexuals; two, drug addicts; one, hemophiliac and five were 
undetermined. Eighteen patients were in CDC group IV and one in CDC group II (patient number 7, Table 1). 
All patients were neurologically evaluated and clinically classified in EI (encephalic involvement), NEI 
(nonencephalic involvement, though having abnormal neurological evaluation due to peripheral and/or muscular 
alterations) and NN (normal neurologic evaluation). They underwent EEG examinations, according to IFSECN16 

standards, using Berger ED 121 and Meditron equipment. All were admitted to a hospital for treatment or 
diagnostic testing and the RT was administered at bedside. 

Background rhythm was visually measured using a millimetric ruler in the posterior areas. When there 
was a variation in frequency, we always considered the greater. Background rhythm was classified as slow alpha 
(8 to 9 Hz)9, not-slow alpha (>9Hz to 13Hz) and beta (>13Hz). Paroxystic activity was interpreted as being any 
diffuse burst of theta or delta waves with an abrupt beginning and end1 6 not attributable to somnolence. 

Demential indicators based on the RT3 were evaluated according to fifteen Oberholzer syndrome indicators 
(OSI): increased reaction time, type of extratensive lifestyle, little capacity for affective adaptation (EF e E), few 
readily acceptable answers (F+%), few primary global answers (G+), presence of poorly-viewed global (G-) and 
contaminated answers (DG), more answers with small details (Dd), few detailed answers (D), more answers 
having animal content (A%), poorly-viewed original answers (0-), few human movement answers (K), 



confabulated answers, tendency for perseverance, repetition and self-criticism; and according to ten Piotrowski 
syndrome indicators (PSI): fewer than 15 answers (R), increased reaction time (more than one minute per 
answer), no or one human movement answer (K), named-color answer (Cn), fewer than 70% well-viewed 
answers (F+), fewer than 25% banal answers (Ban), perseverance, insecurity (needing confirmation), impotence 
in light of inadequate answers, stereotyped expressions (automatic phrases). Patients with 50% (or more) of the 
indicators (OSI>=7 or PSI>=5) were considered to have organic demential syndrome2 5 2 6. 

RESULTS 
We studied nineteen patients, eight (42%) presented slow alpha rhythms; three (16%), not-slow alpha 

rhythms; eight (42%), beta rhythms and eleven (73%) difuse theta and/or delta rhythm with anterior 
predomination. In eight slow alpha rhythm patients, four presented with OS and four with PS. In three not-slow 
alpha rhythm patients, two presented with PS. 

We observed eight patients with beta rhythm, seven of them (89%) presented one form of dementia on 
RT (six presented with OS and five presented with PS). 

Patients 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 14 and 18 (Table 1) presented both OS and PS. 
OS and PS showed no relation to the presence of slow and not-slow alpha rhythms, nor to the presence 

or absence of diffuse paroxystic activity in the nineteen AIDS patient group (p=66.41%). In eleven patients with 
diffuse paroxystic activity, eight (73%) have any form (OS and/or PS) of RT organic dementia. 



Table 2. Piotrowski syndrome demential indicators Distribution of OS indicators in AIDS patients 
in AIDS patients with slow background rhythm and with slow background rhythm and non-AIDS patients 
normal people in the same age group. with slow background rhythms showed that there was 

no difference between the groups, though there was 
a statistical difference (p=3.79%) in relation to PS 



(73%), demonstrating a close relation with RT organic dementia. Diffuse paroxystic activity is common 
in patients of CDC group IV34, but further controlled studies are necessary to clarify this question. 

In eigth patients with beta rhythm, seven (89%) presented with OS and/or PS on RT. This 
observation, as well as beta rhythm on EEGs of AIDS patients, is not refered on specialized literature 
and will be object of our future publication. Beta rhythm may be an expression of poor alpha rhythm 
production capacity, another possible EEG effect of central nervous system HIV infection. 

Meningitis, toxoplasmosis or even mental conditions such as depression and psychosis can 
make diagnosis of dementia as the group it represents difficult since the above-mentioned illnesses 
can equally present cognitive and practical alterations. However, in the Prado study27, cerebral 
toxoplasmosis patients' EEG background rhythm was approximately 0.5 Hz higher than in demential 
patients without cerebral toxoplasmosis or other neurological complications-

AIDS patients studied using neuropsychological tests, magnetic resonance and EEG have 
shown EEG alteration earlier than any of the above procedures19,22. 

In our study, RT proved useful for ADC diagnostics, both through OS and PS indicators. 
EEG - showing slow alpha rhythm in 42% of patients, which systematically has been related to HIV 
action in the CNS - has also proved useful. 
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